
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

SHOWCASE BUSINESS CENTERS, INC. DESIGNS AND DEPLOYS
EZ TRANS 9000, AN INNOVATIVE COPY TRANSACTION DEVICE

TORRANCE, CA - (July 11, 2008) - Showcase Business Centers, Inc. (Showcase), a

leader in providing business center services to the hospitality marketplace, has

announced the design and deployment of the EZ Trans 9000, an innovative transaction

device that fully automates color and black & white copier systems with self-service,

pay-for-use capability and automatic receipt printing.

Implemented by Showcase’s Transaction Services division, the EZ Trans 9000 was

designed to allow copy machine owners to conveniently track its customer’s usage

statistics. Since the EZ Trans 9000 offers centralized authorization and back-end

management of pricing information, the device can conveniently distinguish between

color, black & white, letter, legal, A size, B size, and duplex, and then bill each at the

appropriate rates.  The EZ Trans 9000 makes it easy for users to pay via credit card,

cash, coins, pre-paid card, or account codes.  Additionally, the EZ Trans 9000 is

compatible with the Blackboard® Commerce Suite’s student ID cards.

“To quote the wise business adage, we decided to ‘find a need and then fulfill it,’ “said

Paul Rajewski, CEO of  Showcase.  “Several of our clients wanted a single, centrally-

managed device that had the capability to track each user’s copy transactions.  The EZ

Trans 9000 was designed for that very purpose.  Instead of having customers run from

one machine to the next, they can now conveniently pay for their copy needs from one

device.”
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As with all of Showcase’s business services, the EzTrans 9000 enables owners to view

up-to-the-minute detailed revenue figures, monthly totals, and forecasting.  Showcase

also provides 24-hour, toll-free support, service agreements, and a 90-day limited

warranty.

About Showcase Business Centers, Inc.

Founded by entrepreneur Paul Rajewski in 2001, Showcase Business Centers, Inc.
has been a leader in providing secure, centrally-managed, complimentary-use and pay-
for-use computer systems, printers, copiers and fax machines to the hospitality
marketplace. Showcase’s computer network features approximately 1,000 automated
machines in hundreds of hotel business centers located across the United States and
Canada. Showcase also offers high-speed Internet service at approximately 200 kiosk
stations installed throughout 14 major United States airports.
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